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Chapter 2325 

Occupying 

“new secret realms?” 

David was a little surprised. Didn’t these secret realms have already been 

created during the war between gods and demons? 

Why did a new secret realm suddenly appear? 

Ge Cangsheng saw David’s doubts, and quickly explained: “Mr. Chen, this 

secret realm is not fixed, nor is it static. Every time a new secret realm is 

opened, another secret realm will disappear… ..” 

“But who created this new secret realm?” David asked. 

Ge Cangsheng shook his head: “Then I don’t know. Anyway, every time a new 

secret realm is opened, the secret realm is full of rare treasures, and the aura is 

also filled with a lot, just like a paradise! 

” The opening of the secret realm will be another dispute…” 

David was silent. Outside of these eight secret realms, there are still experts 

who can create secret realms! 



It is very likely that these experts are the cultivators from the human world 

that the blood demon said that day. 

“The world of heaven and man, what kind of place is this…” 

David was full of reverie about the world of heaven and man! 

But he knew that with his own ability, he couldn’t get through the eight secret 

realms, how could he have the ability to go to the world of heaven and man! 

Everyone stared blankly at the black vortex. Inside the vortex was another 

unknown space. No one knew if there was any danger there. 

After a moment of silence, Yu Qian slowly said: “Everyone, the opening of this 

new secret realm is a great opportunity for our eight secret realms, but in 

order to find out this secret realm, I decided to venture in and have a look. 

Before, everyone, please don’t enter casually!” 

Yu Qian said in a tone of thinking for everyone, but no one knew that Yu Qian 

was planning to occupy the resources in the new secret territory! 

After all, the first to enter has a unique advantage! 

But looking at the turbulent black vortex, the danger inside is also unknown, 

so the first person to enter is definitely the most dangerous! 

So Yu Qian proposed to be the first to enter, and no one objected!Yu Qian 

mobilized all the spiritual power in his body to form a barrier around his body, 

and then his body slowly floated up towards the black vortex! 

Soon, Yu Qian’s body was submerged in the black vortex, and everyone 

watched nervously! 

“Ah……” 



But with a scream, Yu Qian’s body fell down instantly like a kite with a broken 

string, and fell heavily on the ground! 

Yu Qian was covered in blood at this time, and his body was covered with 

wounds, as if he had been cut by a knife! 

“Dad…” 

Yu Jia dreamed about it, and hurried forward to help Yu Qian up! 

“Patriarch Yu, what’s going on?” 

Yao Qisheng stepped forward and asked Yu Qian. 

You must know that Yu Qian is the strongest here. Now that Yu Qian has just 

entered the black vortex, he has become like this, so many people want to 

know what Yu Qian has experienced! 

“What a powerful force, the turbulence in this vortex is too strong, it can’t be 

resisted at all…” 

Yu Qian said with a pale face and horror in his eyes. 

Everyone was dumbfounded when they heard this, if even Yu Qian couldn’t 

get in, then no one else could get in! 

For a moment, everyone looked at the black vortex and fell into silence! 

“I’ll give it a try…” 

David said, he leaped towards the black vortex, his golden body was activated, 

and David’s whole body was covered by golden scales! 

When David entered the vortex, a terrifying force penetrated into David’s body 

in an instant. David was shocked, and hurriedly wanted to suppress this force! 



The dragon crystal in David’s body began to shine, and a golden dragon 

rushed out of David’s body, flying around David, resisting the surrounding 

turbulent power! 

And in David’s body, a fire phoenix spread its wings, and it actually fought 

against the power that entered David’s body! 

David’s whole body was instantly darkened, and he passed out! 
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Vision 

At the same moment, in the sea area not far from Kunlun Mountain in the 

hidden world, a jet of water shot straight into the sky! 

Immediately afterwards, a stormy sea broke out, and as the water column fell, 

a vortex with a diameter of tens of meters appeared in the sea! 

The vortex was pitch black, bottomless… 

This kind of vision instantly attracted everyone in the Hidden Realm! 

Looking at the bottomless vortex in the sea, everyone was shocked! 

At this moment, from the vortex, there is a thick spiritual energy bubbling 

outwards. Everyone felt this pleasant atmosphere, and they all couldn’t help it, 

and jumped in one after another! 

And Qu Yunchang, who was dozens of miles away, also felt the changes in this 

area, and came quickly riding a killer whale! 

Looking at the huge vortex in front of him, feeling the aura constantly 

emerging from the vortex, Qu Yunchang frowned slightly! 



“Could there be a hole in the secret realm?” 

Qu Yunchang could clearly feel the aura, which is definitely not something that 

the secular world can have! 

And the only place that can have such aura is in the secret realm! 

But the entrance to each secret realm is extremely hidden, and there are 

hidden formations, which require formulas, but now a huge secret realm 

entrance suddenly appears in the deep sea, which should be a hole in a certain 

secret realm! 

After contemplating for a while, Qu Yunchang jumped in too! 

…… 

In the secret realm, David was still in a coma, and the turbulent power in the 

black vortex was constantly attacking David. 

Fortunately, one dragon and one phoenix, one inside and one outside, 

protected David, otherwise David would have already become a meat paste by 

now! 
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the surrounding environment, David can be sure that he has come to this new 

secret realm! 

The aura in the secret realm was extremely pure, which made David feel very 

comfortable. 

But David found that the spiritual power in his body seemed to be suppressed 

by something, and he couldn’t exert it at all. 

“Could it be the reason for this skull tattoo?” 



David looked at his chest and then grabbed it, wanting to tear off his own 

flesh and blood. 

But just after David’s hand approached the skull tattoo, the skull instantly 

emitted an aura, causing David’s hand to bounce back! 

“Boy, it’s your blessing that this old man borrows your body to revive his soul, 

but you still want to abandon this old man?” 

At this moment, in David’s mind, an old man’s voice actually sounded! 

“Where are you? Who are you?” 

David was taken aback, looked around, and then asked loudly. 

“I’m right on your chest. You picked up my skull, but you still don’t know who I 

am. If you don’t pick up my skull, I can use this secret place to resurrect now.” 

“Now I can only rely on you Once you find what I need, I will naturally leave 

your body!” The 

old man’s voice sounded again! 

David suddenly remembered that the crystal skull in his storage ring had a 

treasure map on it! 

But when David checked, he found that the crystal skull was gone. It seemed 

that the tattoo-like skull on his chest was the crystal skull! 

“Who the hell are you? I took your skull out of curiosity and the treasure map 

on it.” 

David explained! 



“It doesn’t matter who I am, you don’t know me even if I tell you, just take me 

with you and follow the instructions of the treasure map to go to the place.” 

The 

the old man said impatiently. 

When David heard it, he was stunned. He didn’t expect the treasure map on 

the skull to be in this newly opened secret realm! 

But the old man didn’t want to say it, so David didn’t ask, but at the moment, 

David’s strength was only half of his strength, so he couldn’t help feeling a 

little worried and confused! 

“I can’t use all the spiritual power in my body, does it have something to do 

with you?” 

David asked the old man. 

“What does it have to do with me? Your strength cannot be fully exerted 

because there is the power of heaven in this secret realm, and you are 

suppressed by heaven.” 

“The power of dragon and phoenix in your body is not fully integrated, so you 

will be suppressed by heaven.” 

said the old man. 

“The power of dragon and phoenix?” David frowned, and instantly 

remembered the fire phoenix in his body before he fell into a coma. 

He only has the power of the dragon in his body, when will he still have the 

power of the fire phoenix? 

Could it be? 



David thought of the Huofeng in the Monster Beast Mountain Range, but 

when David and Huofeng separated, he didn’t have the power of Huofeng in 

his body! 

But why is there an extra power in the body now? As if sensing David’s doubts, 

the old man 

‘s voice sounded again: “This is the power of dragon and wind produced by 

the intercourse of dragon and phoenix! 

“ 

David became even more confused, he had never done that kind of thing with 

Huofeng. 

Suddenly, David thought of the days when he was in a coma, and the very 

comfortable dream he had afterward! 

He thought that woman was Ge Yuhan, but he misunderstood Ge Yuhan, and 

David always thought it was a dream! 

But now it seems that that woman should be the fire phoenix… 

After he mates with the fire phoenix, the power of the dragon and wind is 

produced, but the time is too short, and the two powers have not yet fully 

merged. 

When he thought that he was in a coma and did that kind of thing with 

Huofeng, David felt a little embarrassed! 
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“Okay, stop haggling. A man has to admit it after playing with it. Besides, you, 

a dragon and a phoenix, are a match made in heaven.” 



“And that little girl is willing to give you all the power of the fire and phoenix 

in her body .”, I must be sincere to you.” 

“Find a chance, just marry that little girl, now take me to find that place 

according to the guidance of the treasure map.” The 

old man urged David! 

David adjusted his mood, started to follow the guidance of the treasure map, 

and set off toward the destination! 

Although his strength was suppressed by the Dao of Heaven, fortunately, 

there would be no other people in this secret realm, and there would be no 

danger, so David was not worried! 

At this time, Ge Cangsheng and the others hadn’t seen David come out for a 

long time, and guessed that David must have entered a new secret realm! 

Although Yu Qian was injured by the force of the turbulence and flew out 

directly, something impossible will always happen to David! 

Rumbling… 

At this moment, the ground under Ge Cangsheng’s feet began to shake 

violently. 

“It’s broken, this secret realm is about to collapse, leave quickly…” 

Yu Qian yelled loudly as he felt the vibration of the ground! 

Seeing this, everyone started to run toward the teleportation array, and then 

teleported to their secret realm! 

Ge Cangsheng had no choice but to leave after glancing at the black vortex. 

When a new secret realm opens, an old secret realm will perish! 



But I didn’t expect that the secret realm that disappeared turned out to be the 

place where they held the secret realm conference! 

However, the demise of this secret realm should be related to the Dragon 

Pattern Bell being taken away by David! 

Soon, everyone in the secret realm left, and the entire secret realm was also 

torn apart with a huge roar, and finally dissipated! 

At this time, David didn’t know that the secret realm where the secret realm 

meeting was held had collapsed and disappeared, and he was still on his way 

according to the guidance of the treasure map! 

But when David passed through a clumpAfter Lin, he stopped suddenly, and 

then his expression became a little nervous! 

Because he felt that other auras were constantly approaching him, and there 

were more than one of them! 

“Hey, how come there are other people in this secret territory?” The 

old man couldn’t help but wondered. 

David didn’t expect that someone would appear in this new secret realm. 

Could it be that other people came in one after another seeing that he hadn’t 

gone out? 

However, David’s strength was suppressed at this time. Without knowing the 

identity of the opponent, he didn’t dare to move forward rashly, so he found a 

place to hide, and let’s see the situation first! 

Soon, dozens of figures slowly appeared. When these people approached, 

David was dumbfounded! 

Because these people are not from the Eight Great Secret Realms, but from 

the Hidden Realm! 



Although David didn’t know most of them, among them, Tong Yougong from 

the Tianlei Sect and Bao Yukun from the Alchemy Sect, David had met and 

dealt with them before! 

There are also a few middle-aged people among them, the aura on their 

bodies is extremely strong, they have obviously reached the realm of Martial 

Emperor, it seems that these middle-aged people should be at the suzerain 

level! 

“Old boy, I didn’t expect that there would be an entrance to the secret realm 

near our hidden realm. This place is really a paradise. A few breaths of air can 

make people feel refreshed. I will move the gang here from now on!” 

Leng Wudao said a little Said excitedly. 

“Yes, it’s really good here, and I’ve seen it. It’s also very rich in medicinal herbs. 

I want to move the Alchemy Sect here…” 

“And this place is many times bigger than our hidden world, so it will save 

money.” Our family fought openly and secretly for resources and territory.” 

Bao Yukun looked at the mountains full of medicinal herbs with excitement. 

“Don’t be too happy, both of you. If there is an owner in this secret realm, we 

will inevitably cause trouble if we rush in like this. I think it’s better to turn 

around first. If it is an unowned secret realm, we can do it.” Consider moving 

here!” 

Tong Haiyang said! 

 


